The saccharine lyrics of the 1960sMalibu beach parties, Gidget and
even Bondi-frosted over the even
more mundane music of the time;
today, the change is that the lyrics are
mostly meaningless. Ask any teenager:
'Stuff the words, listen to the beat!'
We're talking about hard rock and
heavy metal and funk thrash. It's 'the
vibes, the loud, pumping, strong beat'
or as Celibate Rifles
singer/composer Damien Lovelock
says: 'the energy, the power, the
adrenaline, the intensity .... the power
and thrust of surfing'. You can't dance
or screw or surf to words.
At rock concerts 'the crowds go off'
and the 'speed' is so intense that only
'guys who are superbly fit, like the top
surfers' can match it.
Irrelevant? Last night I attended one of
the 20th Century Orchestra concerts
given by the Sydney Symphony. It was
no accident that American conductor
Gunter Schuller, whose Seven
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met with enthusiastic audience response, is one of the leading architects of the
Scott Joplin revival and a foremost authority, historian, composer and music
producer of American jazz.
Today's youth, for example the surfers, listen to their favourite tapes, the ones
mentioned previously or local cult heroes like Massappeal, Hard Ons,
Hellmen, Mergatroid, Flare and Mama Said Don't. Conservatorium
graduate Stewart Eagle, like hundreds of other composers and musicians, is
classically trained but is also actively involved in the hard rock scene; his music
and lyrics are clearly surf and sea oriented: The Ocean, Midnight Sun, The

Boatshed, Simplistic Beauty.
Many rock musicians, like Peter Garrett, and the other instrumentalists of
mainstream Midnight Oil, are founded on surfing and the beach culture. They
themselves surf, they write to the power and the beat of surfing, they supply the
artistic 'speed' to get the whole process going. The relationship is symbiotic. And
anyone wishing to look into his artistic crystal ball would be wise to press the
'play' button on his cassette recorder.
Surfing on long boards began in Australia in the 1920s but the surfie image as
we know it was born in California in the 1950s with the switch from heavy
wooden balsa boards to the fibreglass, resin and styrofoam sticks which even the
youngest grommet, girl or boy, could carry. Iron man board riding was out;
egalitarian surfing (with a mattress and chick in a Kombie van) was in and
everything from music to clothes to films to literature was caught up by the wave.
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Bob Evans' 1960 surf films, one example of the surfie image, was one of many art
forms telling young Australians who they were (or wanted to be, anyway}, directly
and indirectly allowing all Australians, even the rest of the world, a peek at our
youthful sun and surf gods. Tourists from overseas and the outback flocked to Manly,
Bondi, Surfers Paradise and all watery/wavy points east; to grab a board, to join the
lotus eaters.
Why? A collective amnesia to forget our convict past, a healing process, an escape,
a coastal fixation, a desire to get to the fertile part of Australia, or just a desire to
drink from the fountain? No-one caught up in the collective board waxing, surfie
stomping and, lately, the pulsating hard rock pumping has taken time to find out 'the
whys'; you just do it. But it is reflected in our creative statements, saying what we are
all about.
What with all this talking and painting and writing and dancing, one might ask if
anyone in the arts, aside from the rock musicians, actually gets on a board and surfs?
Yes, more and more all the time. Australian classical vocalists, like tenors David
Collins-White, David Hobson, Anson
Austin and counter-tenor Andrew Dalton
catch a wave or take an early morning
swim ('when it's not polluted') most
mornings. Actors like Peter Phelps and
musicians like Kingsley Looker were once
fulltime board riders and I have seen
writers Tom Keneally and Ian Finlay
(whose son, Guy, is one of Australia's
best surf photographers) have a go on a
board. It might surprise readers to know
that Sydney Symphony French Horn
player Lee Bracegirdle and Sydney
Chamber Orchestra concert master
Richard Tognetti, are keen surfers; as are,
I am told, artists Gordon Bennett, Joe
Furlonger and John Olsen.
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The proof is all there and I believe that
any formal study of the Australian arts
must be centred on the themes of the bush
·and the beach. The questions, the
fantasies, the perceptions and the
responses of Australian artists to these two
dominant forces is, in my opinion, what
will in time describe what we are all
about. I believe, too, that a knowledge
and understanding of these thrusts,
especially the sea and surf along all our
coasts, where most of the population lives,
will tell us where we Australians have
been, define more clearly where we are
and give us a glimpse of where we are
going.

Thor Svenson
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